
The Administration at Meigs reserves the right to modify this policy as necessary. The Administration reserves the right to determine what may be disruptive to the learning environment or unsafe.

Tops

The following appropriately fitted tops are allowed:

• Collared shirts - any color or pattern, with sleeves
• Meigs Wear - any color or pattern, with or without collars, with sleeves
• MEIGS Sleeveless team jerseys with tee shirt underneath, on game days
• Sweatshirts, hoodies, vests, jumpers, dresses - any color or pattern

The following are not allowed:

• Spaghetti straps, tank tops, tube tops
• Hoods on heads inside the building
• See-through clothing of any kind
• Shirts that display cleavage or midriff
• Inappropriate writing or images

Bottoms

The following appropriately fitted bottoms are allowed:

• Pants, skirts, shorts, dresses, and jumpers that extend below fingertip length.
• Pants or jeans of any color or pattern
• Meigs Wear shorts
• Leggings if worn under dresses, skirts, or tunics that extend below fingertip length
• Long sports warm up pants
• Pants should not be too tight & should not be low riding at the waist

The following are not allowed:

• Holes, rips, frayed hems, or patches
• Inappropriate writing or images
• Gym shorts outside of the gym
• Traditional cotton "sweat pants" with drawstrings at the waist and elastic at the ankles except when worn as part of a uniform on game days only

Foot wear, Head wear, & Outer Wear

The following are not allowed:

• Flip flops, house shoes, or bedroom slippers.
• Sandals without a heel strap
• Bandanas, scarves, sweatbands, sock hats, baseball caps, berets, do-rags, or hair nets

Miscellaneous & Special Provisions

• No chains or spiked accessories
• No tattoos that display inappropriate images or messages
• Approved head covering worn as a part of a student’s bona fide religious practices or beliefs shall not be prohibited under this policy.
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